We show that the category of Hilbert spaces and contractions has filtered colimits, and that tensoring preserves them. We also discuss (problems with) bounded maps.
Introduction
While working on formally adding certain directed colimits to the fusion category of Fibonacci anyons, we noticed a gap in the literature in the formal examination of directed colimits in a more basic casedifferent categories of Hilbert spaces.
Let Hilb b , Hilb c and Hilb r denote the categories Hilbert spaces and bounded (respectively contracting, isometric) linear operators. While Hilb b has direct sums, Hilb c has ℵ 1 -filtered colimits [5, Proposition 3.4.2] , and Hilb r has (ℵ 0 -or finitely-) filtered colimits [3, 4] . The statement of our main result, given in Proposition 3.1, seems to be contained in [2, Lemma 5.3] , but their proof uses [1, Example 2.3.9], which, like [5, Proposition 3.4.2] , is about ℵ 1´fi ltered colimits.
In Section 2 we briefly review different choices for morphisms of Hilbert spaces, and types of filtered/directed colimits. In Section 3 we present construction of arbitrary directed colimits when morphisms are contractions. In Section 4 we take a look at what can be done for bounded morphisms, and what causes problems.
Prelimineries
We use the braket notation, xx|yy, for the inner product of x and y. The norm of x is also denoted |x| " xx|xy. Every filtered diagram has a directed subdiagram whose colimit, if exists, guarantees existence, and coincides with the colimit of the original diagram [1, Theorem 1.5].
Note that increasing λ makes conditions on P stronger, reduces the number of diagrams required to have a colimit, and increases the number of categories that are λ-directed cocomplete. Dually, decreasing λ, weakens conditions on P , broadens the class of required colimit diagrams, and decreases the number of categories that are λ-directed cocomplete.
In our case, a ℵ 1 -directed diagram requires specification of an upper bound for any subset of size ℵ 0 (countable subset), which is not very useful if, for example, one wants to consider an ω-chain of embeddings -it would require to specify the colimit of the diagram in the diagram.
Filtered colimits in Hilb c
Proof. The definition of an adjoint operator gives xGx|Gyy " xx|G : Gyy. For the Hermitian (self-adjoint) operator G : G we can choose a (generalised 1 ) basis that diagonalises it, with (generalised) eigenvalues 0 ď λ i ď 1. Expansion of x and y in the same basis gives
Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality on the last two lines we obtain Proof. Since every filtered diagram has a directed subdiagram whose colimit coincides with the colimit of the original diagram, we will restrict to considering directed diagrams. We could also restrict to colimits of chains [1, Corollary 1.7], but we would like to keep the construction of the colimiting Hilbert space explicit. For the inner product of pA, xq and pC, yq, take D 0 to be an upper bound of A and C and
any chain in D. Denote by pD n , x n q and pD n , y n q the unique relabelings of respective classes of pA, xq and pC, yq. Using the fact that that xx n |x n y is decreasing and bounded, therefore a Cauchy sequence, and Lemma 3.1, it follows that xx n |y n y is a Cauchy sequence, with the converging value being the definition of the inner product xpA, xq|pC, yqy.
The value of the inner product does not depend on the choice of the chain -from two different chains construct a new chain that is componentwise an upper bound of the two. (Conjugate-)linearity and conjugate symmetry follow component-wise, while positive-definiteness may be lost -it is necessary to formally equate classes of zero distance. Metric completion, using the inner product, produces the colimiting Hilbert space. Colimit inclusions ι A , mapping x P F A to pA, xq, are linear contractions. Given a cocone, that is, components α A : F A Ñ H, satisfying
form a mapping α : L Ñ H by defining αpA, xq " α A pxq -two representatives of the same class map to the same vector in H either because of (2) if they initially belonged to the same class, or because α Dn px´yq " 0, if classes pA, xq and pC, yq are identified after noting that distance between them is 0. Mapping on Cauchy sequences is extended by continuity. Since each α A is a contraction, we have xαpA, xq|αpA, xqy ď xx n |x n y for any D n in the chain defining xpA, xq|pA, xqy, so α is a contraction. Take β : L Ñ H to be any map such that β˝ι A " α A -after applying both sides to x P F A we conclude that βpA, xq " αpA, xq. Uniqueness of the continuous extension to the whole completion gives that β " α.
Proposition 3.2. The tensor product in Hilb c preserves directed colimits -there is a unitary isomorphism
Proof. We use the same notation as in the previous proof. The mapping c is defined on colimit components by
where ι i is the colimit inclusion of K i . To see c is an isometry, note that the inner product of pA, h b xq and pC, h 1 b yq is xh, h 1 y¨lim n xx n |y n y, which is the same as the inner product after applying c to both vectors. This extends by linearity and completion to the whole of colim i H b K i .
Finally, the image of c is dense in H b colim i K i -take a finite sum s " ř i h i b l i , where l i " lim j pA i,j , x i,j q is a Cauchy sequence limit, then pA i,j , h i b x i,j q is a Cauchy sequence in colim i H b K i , with limit p i , and cpp i q " h i b l i due to continuity of c. Hence, s " ř i cpp i q, the image of c is dense, and the adjoint, c : , is also an isometry.
Naturality follows from the universal property of the colimit.
Normalisation of ω-chains in Hilb b
Note that normalising bounded linear maps b Þ Ñ b{|b| is not a functor, since |b 1˝b | ď |b 1 |¨|b|. However, normalising ω-chains works as follows. Proof. Define rpbq ą 0 to be any function on operators greater or equal than the operator norm. For example, rp0q " 1 and rpbq " |b| otherwise. Or, if continuity is preferable, rpbq " 1 if b is a contraction and rpbq " |b| otherwise.
A chain C and its normalisation N r C are given by the two rows of the the following diagram while the isomorphism η C of chains is given on chain components by vertical arrows.
A morphism of chains α : C Ñ D, given by components α n : C n Ñ D n , is mapped to
N r α is indeed a chain morphism. N r respects the identity and composition because it does componentwise. Finally, η is natural because
However, the colimit of directed contractions from Proposition 3.1 does not have the required universal property with respect to bounded maps.
Counterexample 4.1. Let H n " C, and e n : H n Ñ H n`1 defined by scaling by 1{2. Then the colimit of the omega chain is the zero space. However, scaling by 2 n produces a (non-zero) cocone b n : H n Ñ C.
Similar argument is true if we restrict to colimits of diagrams of isometries.
Counterexample 4.2. Let H n " C n , and e n : H n ãÑ H n`1 embedding of the first n components. Then the colimit of the omega chain is the infinite separable Hilbert space H ω . There is a cocone b n : H n Ñ H ω defined by scaling the n th component by n. The induced linear map is not bounded.
Both of the counterexamples have components whose norm increases without bound as we go to infinity. A straightforward generalisation of the argument in Proposition 3.1 leads to the following statement. 
